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TRACKLIST: 
 

A1. Dich - Gasterópodos (Original Mix) - 6:47min 

A2. Dich - Gasterópodos (Signal Deluxe Remix) - 7:33min 

B1. Dich - Rubios y Góbidos (Demir & Seymen Remix) - 6:40min 

B2. Dich - Rubios y Góbidos (Jimmi Hendrik’s Groovin Afterhour Experience) - 6:36min 

Digital Exclusive 1: Dich - Rubios y Góbidos (Razz Remix) 

Digital Exclusive 2: Dich - Rubios y Góbidos (Original Mix) 

Digital Exclusive 3: Dich - Pirañas (Original Mix) 
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Darek presents its ninth release and second vinyl edition named Maremoto EP. It includes 

three original tracks of Dich also known as Diego Cheloni or Katama and four remixes 

delivered by Signal Deluxe (Trenton, Eintakt, Fade, Blaq) from Mexico DF, Demir & Seymen 

(Highgrade, Pentagonik) from Berlin, Jimmi Hendrik (Deep Vein Audio, Dirty Monkey, 

Tanztone) from Jena and Razz (Pantamuzik) from Mexico DF and Buenos Aires. 

 

Dich was born in Fray Bentos (Uruguay) and nowadays, he's living in Montevideo. He's 

very active as a DJ, producer and remixer. His career began as a self-taught musician 

approaching to percussive instruments, guitar and piano. Dich's productions go from 

minimal to conceptual and techno dub sounds. His music development embraces 

different styles and he's always ready to discover new horizons. 

 

His current work is definitely influenced by minimal and techno and it offers amazing 

variations of both styles. This new EP clearly shows that his production skills are very 

effective and he’s definitely one to keep an eye on. 

 

Track by track: 

 

"A1. Dich - Gasterópodos (Original Mix)": This track starts in a strong way, since the 

beginning it shows you already were it wants to bring you with its solid techno. It’s an 

effective composition for the demanding club crowd, with a melodic break and some 

smashing beats, basses, claps, synths and all you need to give the public what he needs. 

For sure, a great way to start this EP! 

 

"A2. Dich - Gasterópodos (Signal Deluxe Remix)": Now we change register and experience 

this surprising version of the Mexican duo. They offer some rhythmic tech-house 

influences, contrasting sounds and melodies. All of this turns into a version with a lot of 

character and some real hypnotic and captivating beats. 

 

"B1. Dich - Rubios y Góbidos (Demir & Seymen Remix)": This one is definitely perfect to 

crash the dancefloor, it blows right in your face and with this version, the German/Turkish 

duo is showing you what they’re capable of! The drop is very intense and the whole track 

passes thru different styles, going from minimal house to techno. It’s perfect for the 

middle of a set, a real jewel! 

 

"B2. Dich - Rubios y Góbidos (Jimmi Hendriks Groovin Afterhour Experience)": Now, 

you’ll experiment the deep touch of this EP. It’s a housier version with a lot of charm, 

perfect for a warm up. This one is a bit slower and definitely very sexy.  

 

"Digital 1. Dich - Rubios y Góbidos (Razz Remix) ": Our friend produced  a mind blowing, 

deep and hypnotic version with clear South American influences coming from his home 

country, Argentina. This is a journey into the groove. A trip that will take you far away, 

showing you some great production skills and an unbelievable atmosphere. 

 

"Digital 2. Dich - Rubios y Góbidos (Original Mix)": If you’re looking for a good after hour 

track, this is exactly what you need. A sick and twisted groove with a hypnotic touch and 

lots of pumping beats for the early morning hours. Go ahead, it’s yours and you’ll love it.  

 

"Digital 3. Dich – Pirañas (Original Mix)": For this second digital exclusive Dich is 

presenting one of his true techno productions with a lot of rhythm, some heavy basses 

and a powerful drop. For sure, this sound has a great strength and is ideal for the 

screaming crowd.  
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Raffaella Bec / Dilek PR 
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Contact Straight Distribution: 

www.straight-distribution.com / fax: +49 711 33 69 30 9 

joxe@straight-distribution.com, oli@straight-distribution.com; pash@straight-distribution.com 


